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Abstract: This article is aimed to explore the contested authorities
in the enforcement of sharia law in Aceh. The existence of these
contesting authorities could be observed in the qanun shari’a  (the
shari’a bylaws) formulation and implementation processes. In Aceh
Province, this contestation is also further complicated by a wider
contestation among formal and non-formal actors, representing
pluralities of Aceh jurisprudence perspectives.  Hence, the dynamic
of sharia law products and its  implementation in Aceh actually
[re]presents a unique situation of how pluralities of actors could
influence the Sharia Law formulation and its enforcement, and this
is also mediated by the historical, political and cultural contexts.
This research utilizes a qualitative approach, through a library research
data collection which is also combined by few interviews. Generally,
it seems that  the authorities or agencies  of both formal and non-
formal institutions sometimes intersect, overlap and contest, which
also complicate the production or of the incorporation of moderate
Islamic thought.
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Introduction
In 2001, based on Law No. 18 on Special Autonomy for

Aceh, a province which is located in the westernmost part of
Indonesia, were given the opportunity to implement the Islamic
law as part of its formal law in its region. For the Central
Government, this is one of the efforts in muffling the armed
conflict that taken place after the falling of Suharto’s Regime.1

Meanwhile, for some of  the community in Aceh, this was the
culmination of  a prolonged aspiration in having the authority
to implement the Islamic law that was alive until the beginning
of Indonesian independent on 1945.2 I frame these two-fold
objectives as complementary to each other in order to have
better understanding on the context behind of the implementation
of Islamic law in Aceh within the contemporary and historical
context.

There was a quite fascinating development emerges after
the central government granted the authority to the governments
of Aceh to apply shari’a law for Muslims in Aceh. There is a
push-and-pull dynamic between granting the authority to implement
Islamic Law, while keeping it in line with and not contradict
with the national law as the foundation for all [derived] laws in
Indonesian, including the bylaws. At the same time, as one of
the Indonesian provinces, Aceh has a similar judicial apparatus,
like any other provinces in Indonesia. Therefore in general it
does not have a specific structure, in the form of special executive,
judicative and legislative structure. Then the question is who is
then having the authority as decision maker who could enforce
the shari’a  law in Aceh?

This article aims to answer the question by examining the
existence of  the authorities engaged in the implementation in
Aceh both the state and non-state actors. Ichwan, through his
article,  categorized four authorities in implementing Islamic



law in Aceh, namely, Shari’a state apparatuses which consist of
Aceh’s Consultative assembly (MPU), Mahkamah Syar‘iyyah,
The Sharia Office (Dinas Syariat Islam),  Shari’a Police (wilayatul
hisbah), and Islamic treasury Body (Baitul Mal); state apparatuses
comprise Governor, Aceh’s houses of representatives ( DPRA);
political parties ‘religious or secular’, moslem scholar and Islamic
movement organization.3 In his article, Ichwan focused on the
authority held by MPU as a part in ‘state apparatuses’. Unlike
Ichwan’s work, this article tries to explore how other authorities
apart from MPU, are involved in the making and processing of
shari’a law to be a formal law. Further on, I will explore how the
authorities played out in three main domains of the shari’a law
implementation such as; legislative’s law, executive’s law and
society’s law. My argument is the diversity of authority through
implementation of Islamic law do not only produce the plurality
of law as stated by Arskal4 but also as an opportunity to produce
the concept/idea of moderate Islam, and its practices.  Nevertheless,
the same opportunity is also available for those actors who
could possibly drag the concept and its practice towards the
other end of exclusiveness and intolerance.

There has been some historical analysis that relates this
bargaining of shari’a law implementation as a parcel of peace
negotiation from Free Aceh Movement (Gerakan Aceh Merdeka,
GAM). This will be followed by the discussion on the process
of  issuing Qanun (local bylaws) to provide a glimpse of how
the shari’a actors (both state and non-state authority)  exercise
their authority. Lastly, some analysis on the contested space
between conservative and moderate turn when the Qanun (Islamic
bylaws) is drafted  will be also provided.



Methodology
This article describes the various sources of authority in

Acehnese society, particularly in the implementation of Islamic
law. The data of this article are based on a qualitative study.
Data were obtained either through literature study as well as
observation and interviews. The study of Islamic shariah by
law in Aceh has been an important focus of researchers in the
last decade. This gives us many perspectives to see the dynamics
of religious authority in Aceh. We obtain and analyze relevant
documents to explain religious authorities and how they relate
to one another. In addition, research data was also obtained
through observations of the socio-religious dynamics that occurred
in Acehnese society, especially those related to the authority in
drafting Sharia-based qanuns. Several interviews have been conducted
with relevant informants to explain the phenomena that occur.
The data of this study were analyzed with a sociological approach
to understanding the prevailing system of this topic.

Shari’a  Law in Aceh: An Overview
The current enforcement of the shari’a law in Aceh is

inseparable with the existence of Islamic religion, its teachings
and practices over the history of Aceh [Muslim] community.
People believed that Islamic religion coming to Aceh three
centuries after the Prophet Muhammad passed away. Azra explained
that at least there were four theories regarding the earlier penetration
of Islam to Aceh which named; Arabic theory, Persian theory,
Gujarat theory and Sufism theory.5 Arabic theory referred to
the argument that the traders from land of Arab and East Asia
who voyaged to the Strait of Malacca and to west coast of
Sumatran Island,  they preached Islam through their trading
activities. While Sufism theory talked about the fundamental



role of Sufis who came and expanded the Islamic religion to the
whole world. In this case, A. H. Johns believed that within the
historical context of Aceh, where the indigenous religion were
Hinduism and Buddhism, the expansion of Islamic religion
occurred easily because these two religions share similar principal
teachings with the Islamic religion, brought and practiced by
Sufis.6 Similarly, Shihab also believed that sufism theory is
more acceptable to explained the earlier penetration of Islam to
the Archipelago.7

Islam has affected many ways of the socio-political lives of
the people in Aceh over the time. The Pasai sultanate in Northern
Aceh was the first Islamic kingdom in Archipelago.8 After this
kingdom had already retreated, there was another kingdom called
Aceh Darussalam in Aceh Besar in the XIV century emerged
and had wide authority up to the peninsula of Malay. Islam
became the most important religion in this region. As shown
by Hadi9 this case can be seen how the Sultan of Aceh conducts
a great party on every Islamic day doing prayer and kenduri
(festivity). There have been some debates on the nature of sharia
law enforcement during the sultanate period. Few scholars perceived
that it was difficult to claim that all of the practices, law enforcement
and such were totally Islamic law, many of them were made by
the Sultan which known as common law.10 While local scholars
tends to see Islam and state as unity and argued that the sultanate
practice and relied on the shari’a law model of law enforcement
in the mean time.11

The presence of Islam, and its law enforcement during the
sultanate period used to be referred as the source of inspiration
and drive behind the initiative the positivization of shari’a law
in modern Aceh history. Several efforts to negotiate this  specific
right of Aceh to the central government of Jakarta has been
done after the indenpendence of Indonesia from Dutch colonization,



and after the revolution era. In 1953, Teungku Daud Bereueuh
declared Aceh as part of Indonesia Islamic State (Negara Islam
Indonesia, NII) which proclaimed by Kartosuwiryo in the West
Java.12 This movement was also aimed to fight for the a special
right for the shari’a law enforcement in Aceh.13 Although, the
movement surrended and reconciled, nevertheless it is believed
that the spirit for the shari’s lawa enforcement among some
groups of community in Aceh did no totally disappear. Although,
the GAM  ‘derived’ from the DI/TII of Beureueuh’s movement,
Hasan Tiro the founded of GAM seemed to concern more on
the aspect  and natural resources compared to his concern on
the issues of Islamic law for Aceh.14

When Suharto stepped down in May 1998, Indonesia underwent
the new history, known as Era Reformasi.  The moment marked
by the shifting of power from Suharto to the his vice president
B. J. Habibie.  During B. J. Habibie period, the struggle towards
separatism strongly emerged such as in Timor Leste, Papua and
Aceh. The policy of Habibie by giving the option of referendum
to the province of Timur Leste has also encouraged the similar
proposal from other area like Aceh. Meanwhile, the armed conflict
in the mean time escalated and extended to wider areas of
Aceh, that created a new phases of conflict.15 This momentum
was used by GAM to fight for the independence of Aceh as a
new state.16 This movement has made Aceh as the centel of
armed conflict between GAM and the Government of Indonesian.
Violence, violation of human rights, and life seemed living in
horror.17 In the beginning, the Government of Indonesia tended
to overcome through military force but this policy was considered
to bring negative impact toward the society of Aceh. Therefore,
In 2000, dialogue became an important instrument to the armed
conflict.18



One of the persuasive approaches in overcoming the conflict
was a special autonomy for Aceh province.19 One of the specialties
of this constitution is the right for positivization of the sharia
law. Initially, Jakarta resumed that rebellion of GAM similar to
movement of Darul Islam in 1953. Few argued that it was the
bargain proposed by GAM. Seemingly, this assumption was
incorrect since the aim of GAM movement was not solely
about independence but there were some other factors as well.20

The fact that Aceh gained a special right for sharia law enforcement
did not solve the problem or made the armed conflict end. It
was in August 2005, The Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
or the peace agreement was signed by both conflicting parties
of Free Aceh Movement and the The Government of Indoensia.21

Nevertheless, the policy of the government to permit the implementation
of Islamic law in Aceh are still practicing hitherto.

Results and Discussion
The Governance of the Shari’a Regional Regulation

Although Islam has become part of the society of Aceh’s
life but implementing their own law that should be in line with
national law is not easy thing.22 After UU 2001, No. 18 has
established, the government of Aceh conducted many important
meetings to discuss the strategies for the sharia law enforcement,
such as the interpretation or the perspective to be used for its
regulations through the products of the bylaws.  On the one
side, they want to apply shari’a law kâffah (totally), whereas on
the other side, the legal documents that is ready to be used for
that purpose in modern and natio-state contexts like Indonesia
are not yet available. In this situation there are two things
considered as important to be prepared namely, the product/
material of the law and its governing institution.



Soon after Undang Undang (act) No 18 2001 about the
special autonomy, the Aceh province drafted several bylaws to
regulate several aspects of Muslim’s life in Aceh. The word
‘perda (Peraturan Daerah/bylaws)’ in The Aceh context of shari’a
law are known as “qanun”. The first step for the implementation
of the shari’a law is by issuing the five Islamic bylaws.23 The
first qanun was about the judiciary, namely shari’a court that
handle the offenders of shari’a law. In the bylaws or  Qanun of
Aceh no.10, 2002 on Islamic sharia court was mentioned that
sharia court has the authority to examine and to decide the
cases related to; (a) ahwal al-syakhsiyah (famiy law), (b) mu‘amalah
(social aspects) dan (c) jinayah (crimne). The court was established
for the purpose of shari’a law enforcement, which does not
exist in other places of Indonesia. There are several other qanuns
such as Qanun No. 11 2002 on shari’a law enforcement on
worship symbols of Islam. Qanun No. 12, 2002, on alcohol
consumption,  and Qanun No. 13 2002, on gambling (maisir),
and Qanun No. 14, 2002, on adultery (khalwat).24

Seeing the time of making, qanuns above are clearly made
in a hurry, therefore some ideal process in making it was denied.
For instance, academic study that should be done within all the
process of making regional regulation did not studied from an
academic aspect well. Muhammad Yus, Head of DPRD at that
time impressed that the process of making qanun conducted in
several meetings that involving stakeholders and some scholars
from Islamic state university of Ar-Raniry. The Ulama Council
od Aceh (Indonesia: Majelis Permusyawaratan Ulama, MPU)
who drafted the qanun due to the time constraint and the tight
deadline, had no adequate time to do some preliminary study
or research on the aspect of law that is projected to be drafted
on to the qanun, everything done fastly. Nevertheless, they
acknowledged that MPU contributed significantly to the substance



of the qanun before it is being discussed in the Aceh’s Assembly
representative (DPR), and issued accordingly.25

As discussed above, MPU does not have the authority in
issuing the shari’a bylaws in Aceh. In this regards, the authority
is belongs to the Aceh’s assembly representatives. The MPU
only contributed in the first draft of the qanun. Initially the
organization like MPU is not dissimilar to the institution of
MUI (Indonesian Ulama Council) exists at the national level
and in all other provincial and district governments across
Indonesia. What has made MPU in Aceh have more authority
is the mandate from the Qanun No. 45,  2001 in which mentioned
that MPU Aceh is one of the legal government organizations
and has the same right with regional education council (Majelis
Pendidikan Daerah, MPD). Since that MPU differed from MUI
in other part of Indonesia, they can recruited stated civil apparatus
that work for the office of MPU and they receive salary from
the state. The members of MPU itself also receive regular salaries
from the government.

Except MPU, the government of Aceh  also established
The Office of Shari’a Law based on the mandate from the
Qanun No. 33, 2001.26 Unlike the MPU, The shari’a office
manages a number of administrative works related to the implementation
of the shari’a law in Aceh. The office focuses on introducing
the shari’a law through its official publications of books and
brochures. Moreover the office also conducted some capacity
building programs to enhance the skill of the preachers (muballigh),
and send the specific groups of the preachers to the border
areas of Aceh and North Sumatera that are considered as liable
for the Christianization movement. In its earlier establishment,
this office has the structure of the civil service policies, namely
Wilayatul Hisbah (WH), which is different from the regular
civil service police, members of WH is only responsible for



overseeing the implementation of Shariah bylaws in Aceh. Nevertheless,
due to some technical problems related to the salary, official
rank and such, nowadays, WH institution is under the control
of the civil service police unit (Satpol PP).

The already issued qanun was not adequate to the complexity
of shari’a law enforcement in Aceh. Besides, from time to time,
the idea to have better improvement and revision of the existing
qanuns also emerged.  One of the dilemmatic positions is that
if the qanun was made separately for all of the matters, then
Aceh might have so many qanun in its governance systems. In
2012, the discussion on the qanun that regulate many aspect of
Muslim’s life or namely penal codes has started, which then
known as Qanun Jinayah (Jinayah Islamic bylaws). The process
of drafting and discussing the qanun within the Aceh assembly
system took place many years and was still unfinished until
two year after. By the end of 2015, the Qanun Jinayah was then
issued, and effectively started to be enforced in 2016.27 By the
presence of  the Qanun Jinayah, thus other qanuns previously
are inoperative. Form the other sides, Qanun Jinayah also caused
protests and critics  from some groups of society. Human right’s
activist perceived the Qanun as has denied many aspects of
human freedom and violence that performed through caning.28

Albeit some local scholars said vice versa.29 Likewise, women
activist stated that Qanun Jinayah and other qanuns are very
discriminative toward them.30 The same things is also felt by
the minority of religious community (non-Islam), to them the
Qanun Jinayah could produce some possible intolerants’ attitude
within society toward different believers.31

Apart from the institutions mentioned above, few instructions
or referred as the sharia law enforcement are also regulate by the
district level government. Based on  the shari’a law arguments,
they made written regulations that regulate various public activities



which are supposed to be in line with Islamic Shariah. In 2010,
West Aceh’s regent, Ramli MS made a regulation called regent
regulation (Indonesia; Peraturan Bupati) about the prohibition
of wearing trousers and obligation of wearing skirt for women
in his region. This regulation is known as regent regulation of
skirt (perbub rok). In several months later, the same thing was
done by Regent Gade Salam from Pidie Jaya Regency. In 2014,
the Lhokseumawe’s Major where his background is from GAM
produced regulation about prohibition for women to sit astride
when riding motorcycle.32 Astride on motorcycle disobeyed
the cultural and tradition of Aceh and do not based on Islamic
shariah. In 2018, Aceh Besar’s Regent required a flight attendant
who came to Aceh wearing a veil. He said that this regulation
is aimed to respect the law that applied in Aceh. The newest
case was the policy of Bireun’s regent to forbid man and women
joined together during the coffee time in cafés unless they are
family relationships.

Religious Organizations and the Public Piety
The second part of authorities who were/are engaged in

the sharia’ law enforcement Aceh is from non-government organizations/
institutions. They are a community or individuals who are
actively involved in various activities and religious movements
in Aceh. At least, there are three religious organizations hitherto
that always supposed belong to this movement, namely Ulama
Dayah, religious organization and Islamic trans-national movement
that came and developed in Aceh, more especially after the
2004 when the earthquake and tsunami hit Aceh, and has made
Aceh received wider humanitarian assistance all around the
world and made this are which was closed before, since then
being opened widely to receive many people and organizations,
including the trans-national organizations.



Dayah or traditional Islamic boarding school has a significant
history in the development of Islam in the archipelago. The
dayah which is known widely as pesantren in Indonesia not
only focuses on the learning of the Islamic teaching, but also
through its actors has contributed socially, and politically to
the nation. In Aceh, the actors from dayah background, known
as “teungku”, although in some cases the name attributed to
them may varied such as ‘waled’, ‘abu’, ‘abuya’ and such. The
ulama from dayah institution is referred as “teungku dayah”,
and they have specific organizations namely Association of
Ulama Dayah Aceh (Indonesian; Himpunan Ulama Dayah Aceh,
HUDA) that established 1998 to respond referendum demand
that voiced by a group of students in Aceh. Since then, HUDA
become the most active organization and involved in government’s
policy. Secondly, the Council of Nanggroe Aceh Ulama (Indonesian;
Majelis ulama nanggroe Aceh, MUNA). This organization belongs
to the ulama of GAM before they signed MoU in 2005. Finally,
Inshafuddin, it is an organization of Ulama where its position
is outside of MPU. In Inshafuddin, beside Ulama of dayah,
there are also some intellectuals from the State Islamic University
of Ar-Raniry Banda Aceh. Specially for  the students, the dayah
has the organization namely RTA (Rabithat Taliban Aceh), the
association of Aceh dayah students. All of those organizations
took specific positions and contributions in the discourse and
practice of the sharia law enforcement in Aceh, but they are not
state-agents like MPU, or the Shari’a office, discussed previously.
Most of the teungku are male religious leaders, nevertheless,
there are also few female religious leaders in Aceh community33.

Like kiyai (religious leaders) in Java, most of teungku in
Aceh have a close relationship or connection to the bureaucracy
and the political actors. From the general election in districts
to choice a regent, to president election, they are active to voice



of aspiration toward certain candidates. Some actors campaigned
for their candidate, albeit many others became passive proponents.
On other sides, politicians wielded tengku of dayah as a figure
who are able to attract many people through their charisma
within the society.34 Some teungku became part of the authority
by becoming political official in parliament. But sometimes
political option made people do not see teungku as ulama figure
except for as political figurei.35

The close relation of teungku with authority is utilized to
wield and extend their mission to wider community through
the agency of the government or the bureaucracy. Generally,
the society of Aceh has three types of religious views, Fauzi
called tripolar typology, they are exclusivism polar, inclusivism
polar and pluralism polar.36 Teungku dayah is included in the
first view that is exclusivism polar. They belong to mazhab of
Syâfi‘i, they also called themselves as ahlussunnah waljamâ‘ah.
Ahlusunnah waljamâ‘ah interpreted by implementing Islamic
principles within the mazhab of Syafi’i which taught in dayah.
Ulama of dayah against religious practices that different from
them. In the beginning, this reaction was conducted only verbally
such as through the religious congregation and such.

Under the influence of dayah, there were some organizations
of students that conducted the movement, and they considered
it as the effort to ensure and enhance the shari’a law enforcement
in Aceh. These organizations are sporadic and do not concentrate
within one particular organization. Their actions are often concerning
razia (raid) targeted those whose dress code (especially women)
are not in line with the principles regulated in the qanun.
Besides that, they also conducted the razia around tourism
places that are considered to have cases of violation against the
sharia law, such as the unmarried couple who mixed or intermingled
together in the area. This kind of raid usually does not engage



the government again, it is more spontaneous  and not regular,
for them this is the representation of their efforts and intention
to ensure the shari’a law enforcement in Aceh.

Qanun Jinayah mandated the Mahkamah Shariah (shari’a
court) the authority and responsibility to adjudicate and to
decide the status of Qanun’s contravention committed. In general,
people sometimes did that working in the name of customary
law. In many cases in Aceh, for instance, a couple who committed
mesum (pre-adultery), will be arrested and punished in various
ways. Such as watered by dirty water, heated and asked to pay
the customary law. This financial penalty is sometimes used for
the expenses of the kenduri (feast) for few social groups of the
society as the symbols of reconciliation. The authority held by
the cultural institution (lembaga adat) to adjudicate misdemeanor,
regulated in Qanun No. 9 and 10, 2001.37

The Plurality of Religious Authority: Between “Conservative
Turn” And The Moderate Islam

By seeing various dynamics of shari’a law enforcement
there are two things that may happen there; Firstly,  the possible
conservative turn manifested in the drafting of the qanun and
how it is practiced. Secondly, the emerging of Islamic moderate
attitude that embraces tolerance and non-violent attitude. These
two things have similarity, albeit conservative turn is more
dominant. This thing can be  observed within two main aspects,
namely the strengthened attitude of the Islamic Orthodox community
and the public discussion that is opened for the process of
qanun drafting.

Some religious practices in Aceh recently are claimed to
have some inclination toward intolerance and violence in religious
practice. One of the claim is based some event such as the  anti-



Wahabi movement of group of dayah and students who want to
impose “sole Mazhab” in Aceh. This effort is often conducted
through verbal assault, such as talk and social media. This case
was also done by the effort to ensure that few mosques, especially
the great mosque of Baiturrahman in the capital  to apply some
characteristics that is believed as principles in their affiliated
sects or organizations.

The penetration of  religious communities/groups through
the trans-national organizations to Aceh after Tsunami has affected
the attitude or behaviour, including the influence of the Islamic
political party in  parliament. Their strategic political position
has enabled and granted them special authority to influence
the policies of the shari’a law enforcement especially at the
stage of policy making through the qanun drafting process.
Throughout the political dynamics, especially during the political
campaign sometimes also include the notions of shari’a law as
part of their political commitments to attract their audiences/
voters. Their political commitment include the promises to
produce regulations such as bylaws that represent Islam as the
rahmatan lil ‘âlamîn (that brings the betterment for all creatures).
Potentially, the opportunity with the plurality of authorities to
engage in the process would allow not only the conservative
turn, but also the possibility to ensure the moderate ones. The
process of qanun drafting indeed also have spaces available for
those who are having the moderate perspectives, and promoting
the moderate Islam. More importantly as the product of the
regulation and policy making, the qanun is Aceh is not permanently
fixed and unchanged, but could change and revised according
to the need and the situation and again will follow the specific
steps for this revision purposes. The process could start from
the engagement of scholars and researchers to conduct a serious
academic review before the process of qanun drafting. Interestingly



the head or leader of those authorities such as MPU and Shari’a
law office came from university background, which could make
this process more possible.

Conclusion
The research suggests that the authority for the shari’a law

implementation in Aceh distributed, not hegemonized by a
single agent or institution/office. Formally, the shari’a law in
Aceh could be referred to the Qanun Jinayah. In practice, qanun
is not the only/single reference for the implementation of  the
shari’a law in Aceh. Some other policies of the regents in some
district in Aceh also colour the shari’a law implementations,
even the controversial ones. In the other cases, some communal
or social initiatives or interpretation in responding to the violations
of shari’a law in the community is also considered as part of
the spirit for the shari’a law implementation/practices. With
this plurality, it leaves the shari’a law difficult to be measured
accordingly. On the other hand, this space is used by several
actors who have authority in society to show and exercise their
authority. That authority in one case can be jogged, but in the
other can be contested. The process of shari’a law drafting has
involved a number of people, and engaged few organizations,
institutions, office in different form and level of authority.
This authority with some space available could produce the
moderate version of shari’a law interpretation as well as the
other way around.
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